College Council Minutes 1/21/2105

Griffith: Motion to approve the minutes
Alpha: Seconded

Erica: no meeting next week

Budgets

Budgets overview courtesy of Victoria

Debate about Julia budget:
Victoria: recommended full price. 400 of this is a rebate that we will get back. Didn’t get money from Cap and Bells.
Griff: not abnormal for Cap and Bells to turn down groups. No bias.
Web: Most of this is for licensing. She seems organized.
Alpha: has she asked other departments to fund? Has she gone to cap and bells?
Victoria: yes and no
Emily: lets move on to the rest of the budgets

Victoria: Ephbuddies bowling night! And name tags. Recommended in full.
Victoria: Feminist Collective: retroactive funding. So $0. They knew.
Victoria: free university. Recommended in full.
Victoria: $20.00 for washing costumes

Web: motion to approve budget as a slate with the exception of Julia’s play.

21-0-3

Web: motion to table Julia’s budget.
Quinn: could she hold auditions while we wait, would be more comfortable funding if she had a cast and crew.
Victoria: she already has a cast and pit
Web: I didn’t think it was that concrete

Funmi: motion to table Julia’s budget until next meeting
No objections.
Abstaining: Griff

Victoria’s budget:
Bowling this Saturday from 3-5 pm!
Alpha: Community Matters tomorrow at 7pm in Dodd Living Room. “It’s bigger than Williams.” 5 Extra Large Pizzas.

Meg: motion to approve as a slate.
Quinn: seconded

24-0-0

VICTORIA WAS ON THE VARSITY BOWLING TEAM IN HIGH SCHOOL!!!

Great Ideas Budgets

Rani:
Refurbish pool tables. $450 per table. Thanks Allegra! Total of 1350.
Cake Pop Girls have agreed to make cake pops with purple Williams W’s for another event like the chili.
Griff: let’s do the 100 cake pops cause there were only 120 ideas with the chili.

Michelle: motion to approve 100 cake pops and 3 pool table refurbishments
Alyssa: second
21-3-0

Discussion of bylaw about funding groups with restrictive membership.
Funmi: motion to approve Victoria’s amendment. Retracted.
Griffith: it should be phrased that it’s “at the treasurer’s discretion” cause that’s what everything else is
Changing the bylaw to reflect this
Quinn: motion to amend the bylaws
Alyssa: amendment to do grammar stuff

24-0-1

It passes!

Erica’s bylaw:
Erica: added to responsibilities of the VP for Student Orgs. Related to storage.
Griffith: should only be summer storage – not school year.
Erica: this is friendly.
Alyssa: motion to approve amendment
Griffith: seconded
24-0-0

Bylaw:
Article IV. Section 7. Part e.
Provide summer storage for subgroup inventory until such time as storage facilities are made available by the College.

Divide into groups to discuss great ideas.

Budget for movies and video games.
Approved. About $500.

Web: Superfan Committee. They’re meeting with Ryan Barry on Monday to discuss the future. Also people don't really know when superfan stuff is going on. Seems to be confusion about communication. Maybe freshman specific reach out.

Quinn: email to all the JAs, sports teams, students groups, that includes a google form where people can make their own Willipedia entries
Erica: in touch with Matt LaRose – will be editable by everyone. But this will still streamline it and be helpful.

Rani: working on “Thirsty Thursdays” in 82. Lucas needs help on extending gym hours. Meeting with the library tomorrow morning if anyone wants to join. Also meeting with facilities. Maybe compost bins around campus. And does anyone want to take some Zilka center-y things: working at the garden as works study position. Getting a green house. Creative arts space? A space where musicians, artists, can just hang out. More like a lounge space with a creative feel.
Matt: to get advertising on screen, just make a power point and send it to a guy.
Rani: relooking at the rules for pets and appliances. Anyone wanna look into this?
Erica: laundry prices based on cycle is a thing unfeasible

Funmi: appliance. Small safe coffee maker was taken because it’s a fire hazard. But it’s not a fire hazard, just not allowed because it’s a coffee maker. “just the way it is.” So can we have a list of approved appliances?
Emily: we’ll talk to Steve Klass and Dean Bolton

Proposal of Video Games
Griffith: long, winded speech about the history of student nightlife and the integral role of video games
Michelle: need someone to maintain them. Potentially one of the VPs. Compare to our lack of ability to maintain a printer.
Air hockey table is in storage since it wasn’t being used.
Erica: is there enough room?
Michelle: OSL agreed that these are more compact so it’s fine so we just can’t break the honor code.
Web: motion to allocate 8400 something numbers.
Funmi: motion to vote to vote
16-5-0
total: $8470
Griffith: motion to vote by call
Victoria: aya
Alyssa: yay
Gideon: yes
Emily: yay
Meghana: yay
Allegra: yay
Web: yay
Funmi: nay
Alpha: nay
Jesper: yes
Quinn: yes
Jochobed: yay
Matt: no
Maddie: yay
Emalie: yay
Zach: no
Leah: yay
Stephanie: yay
Michelle: yay
Ellen: yay
Griffith: yay

It passes!

Rani: would like to hear feels about a large budget. Revamping the weights in the upper gym. 50-100lb weights with better grips. The weights are old and have a fat grip. Total would be: $5750. Includes a rack for them. Agreed to put it there if we fund it. But athletics will not it at all.
Funmi: they’re inconvenient but totally functional.
Emalie: need one’s upstairs that go 50-100.
Victoria: they can walk themselves downstairs!
Emalie: intimidating and invonvenient

Straw poll: good idea: 2, bad idea: everyone else

Shelby: went to the Clark. Almost started crying.
Griffith: fancy 3 course meal with private gallery tour
Stephanie: downstairs mission has stuff to check out but not blenders or mixers or machines. Gail was for updating it if we have specific machines – send your ideas to Stephanie.
Mixers and blenders! Cuisinarts!

Meghana: look over code of conduct